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Abstract
Complete and thorough core cleaning is a critical prerequisite for the precise measurements of most rock's petrophysical parameters. In shale, the oil cleaning process, aimed to remove the volatile hydrocarbons, is often complicated by the requirement for intact solid organic. Evaluation of shale's cleaning methods needs to take structural integrity of organic matrix into account but neglected in the existing researches. Here, we develop a novel evaluation method using a modified ESH (extended slow heating) pyrolysis cycle, which starts at a lower initial temperature of 150°C for 10 minutes and then slowly increases to 650°C by 10°C/min. Hydrocarbons on the ESH pyrogram were divided into light free hydrocarbon (SA), FHR (fluid-like hydrocarbon, SB), and solid organic matter (SC). We propose a set of quantitative evaluation criterions comparing the results of pyrograms, for different types of the hydrocarbons, at different cleaning conditions. We showed that a modified pyrogram achieves complete cleaning with SA and SB removed while SC remains almost intact. The modified pyrogram achieves complete removal of FHR in the second stage of pyrogram, while earlier researches often report residual FHR. The introduced method improves the accuracy in the identification of production potential in kerogen-rich shale reservoirs up to about 3% of the total pore volume. Further, the new approach allows a quantitative assessment for the cleaning quality without altering the sample's organic matrix. Future studies on the petrophysical properties of the hydrocarbon-bearing reservoir rocks may benefit from the thorough hydrocarbon removal achieved through the modified pyrogram methods proposed in this study.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Shale is often the source rock for petroleum generation and contains a large quantity of hydrocarbon which recently became exploitable through the advancement of various enhanced recovery techniques.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Precise determination of the petrophysical properties of shale is critical for hydrocarbon exploration,\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) effective reservoir appraisal,\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\) and recovery optimization.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) Laboratory analysis of the cores extracted in situ or through exposed outcrops can often provide valuable information and analogues. As such, researchers developed various techniques for core analysis aimed to determine the core's porosity,\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^8\) permeability,\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^4\) fluid saturation and types,\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^9\) and electrical\(^10\) and magnetic properties.\(^9\)

Critically, the pore fluids formerly occupied the pore spaces of the rock matrix at the samples' virgin states, often need to be removed entirely from the rock matrix to allow the establishment of benchmark measurement values essential for the interpretation of the experimental results obtained from the further testing procedures.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^5\) Earlier reviews on the laboratory determination of the petrophysical properties of shale (e.g., Sondergeld\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) and Glorioso\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\)) have emphasized the critical role played by the pretreatment procedures which allow the complete removal of liquid hydrocarbons from the pore system. However, the existing researches, concerning the pretreatment process, mainly focus on the cleaning techniques,\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\) and little attention has been paid to the quality of the oil cleaning process in the laboratory.

At the moment of this writing, a general evaluation of the impacts of oil cleaning results on the laboratory measurements still lacks in the existing scientific discussions. In conventional rocks with no organic matter (e.g., sandstone), the oil cleaning would usually aim to remove all hydrocarbons, which consist of the entirety of the organic matter in the rock matrix.\(^13\) However, shale often hosts organic compounds some of which show dual fluid and solid characteristics.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^14\) Also, solid organic matter often exists\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^14\) in the shales and needs to be preserved during the cleaning process. As such, a proper evaluation method for the quality of core cleaning needs to consider both the completeness of the hydrocarbon removal and the structural integrity of the organic matrix. The fluorescence detection method, widely used in the conventional rocks, shows advantages in determining the existence of hydrocarbon residuals but is incapable of differentiating the solid phase from the fluid hydrocarbons in the shale.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^13\) Similarly, the nuclear magnetic resonance and particle density comparison methods both suffer from this problem and can result in potentially more significant error than that of the fluorescence detection method.\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^15\)

An accuracy examination, calibrating parameters measured after cleaning, can typically be conducted by repeating the same tests or making comparisons with different methods.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^16\) Considering that all solid organic matter might have been dissolved in the cleaning process, the petrophysical parameters calculated from these methods or repeated tests should be in high consistency.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^18\) However, such comparative approach requires the rock matrix to remain at its virgin states through all testing procedures, even during the potentially destructive cleaning process. A lack of methods to assess the cleaning quality could substantially weaken the testing result's reliability and credibility.\(^5\) Here, we consider a standard Rock-Eval pyrolysis which is frequently used on shale to evaluate the content, origin, and maturity of the organic matter.\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^21\) Kuila\(^7\) proposed a method to evaluate the cleaning quality of shale using the Rock-Eval II pyrolysis pyrogram and indicated the disappearance of S1 peak on the pyrogram as the conclusion of the cleaning process. This method solves limitations in the aforementioned methodologies to some extent. Nevertheless, previous research works have indicated that the conventional/basic Rock-Eval II pyrogram has problems in differentiating free hydrocarbon and solid organic matter components in shale.\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^22\) Consequently, unreliable cleaning data will be provided when using the basic pyrolysis cycle to evaluate the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons in shale. Since the works mentioned above have failed to properly address the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons in shale, looking for an appropriate method is of inevitable importance.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^7\)

In this study, a series of pyrolysis tests were conducted on shale samples at different cleaning conditions. We described an improved ESH (extended slow heating) pyrolysis cycle which is much better than the “basic” Rock-Eval II in dividing hydrocarbon compounds. The main objectives of this study were to (a) illustrate the characteristics of the “basic” and “modified” pyrograms to classify the samples into distinct groups; (b) analyze the effects of pyrolysis modes on characterizing the uncleaned sample's hydrocarbon components in different groups; and (c) discuss the evaluation criterions for characterizing the cleaning progress of a sample to develop a systematic method for evaluating the cleaning quality in shale rocks. The researchers of the current study expect this new approach to quantitatively reveal the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons in the shale without imposing any unwanted changes to the organic matrix. The obtained results from it will bring essential impacts for the petrophysical researches concerning hydrocarbon recovery or precise determination of the rock's petrophysical properties.

2 | EXPERIMENTS

2.1 | Shale rock samples

Shale rock samples used for the cleaning quality examination were collected from the Longmaxi Formation of the Sichuan Basin, southwest of China. The major physical and
geochemical parameters of the samples are listed in Table 1 for kerogen type (II), porosity, bulk density, and total organic carbon (TOC). Samples at mesh size of 60-70 were used in the cleaning process. The porosities were measured for the aliquots that cleaned under two different criterions using the Rock-Eval II pyrogram and the ESH pyrogram. While the ESH-related porosity was in the range of 3.63%-9.01%, the relative differences between the two measured porosities ranged in 0.68%-2.98%. The bulk density fell in the range of 2.42-2.67 g/cm³. The collected data showed that the TOC values in the samples were 0.172-4.891 wt%.

2.2 | Component model

A component model was built to accomplish the desired cleaning target of this study as shown in Figure 1. The matrix of the shale was classified into the organic matrix and the inorganic matrix.23,24 The former part mainly consisted of the primary kerogen and solid bitumen. The volume percentages of the kerogen and solid bitumen included both the hydrocarbons generated from pyrolysis and the residual organic carbon components of any primary kerogen, solid bitumen, and detrital organic matter.21 The inorganic matrix on the other hand was the dry clay particles and the nonclay grains (ie, quartz and feldspar).6 Since under in situ conditions, fluids typically occupy the pore space of the rock matrix, researchers have generally considered porosity to be equal to the ratio of rock matrix occupied by the fluids against the total rock matrix volume.5,7 In Figure 1, the whole pore space ($V_{p\text{-total}}$) is filled with water and nonsolid hydrocarbons. The water is composed of three types, namely free water, clay bound water, and capillary bound water. The nonsolid hydrocarbon was our cleaning target which should have included all hydrocarbons existing in gas, liquid, and semiliquid form. In the model, the nonsolid hydrocarbons are finely divided into light free hydrocarbons and FHR (fluid-like hydrocarbons residue) via the characterizations of organic matter fractions in unconventional tight reservoirs.14,22 The FHR, naturally, often consists of heavy volatile hydrocarbons.14,22 More information on this issue will be provided in the discussion section. Generally speaking, all original fluids need to be removed entirely from the pore space prior to doing a proper matrix determination experiment. The cleaning of hydrocarbons in our shale samples was to remove all the nonsolid hydrocarbons. Consequently, the targets in the process were light free hydrocarbons and FHR, but the kerogen and the solid bitumen were to be excluded.

2.3 | Pyrolysis concepts

During the Rock-Eval pyrolysis cycle, a fragmented rock sample (about 100 mg) is heated through an inert atmosphere of helium (or nitrogen) with a programmed temperature. A flame ionization detector (FID) senses volatile compounds emitted during each process of heating. Spectroscopies of CO and CO$_2$ are measured using sensitive infrared detectors during pyrolysis. Temperatures in the pyrolyzer are typically monitored through thermocouple. These measurements are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Kerogen type</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>TOC (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-1</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-2</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>4.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-5</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-6</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-7</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-X</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1** Kerogen type, porosity, bulk density, and TOC of the selected shale samples (R-E II, Rock-Eval II; Rel. diff., relative difference; and Abs. diff., absolute difference)
charted as the commonly known pyrogram. The pyrogram produced in the process would help researchers identify the type and maturity of organic matter in sediments and characterize the thermal evolution of the sample and its residual hydrocarbon-generating potential. The fundamental concepts of the “basic” and “modified” pyrolysis techniques will be introduced in the upcoming section.

The “basic” Rock-Eval II is a rapid pyrolysis technique. During the cycle, the aliquot is heated using a programmable temperature controller in the pyrolyzer. The pyrolysis stages begin with a heating period of 3 minutes with a constant temperature of 300°C (S1 stage), followed by temperature increase to a peak value of 650°C at a rate of 25°C/min (S2 stage). The amount of hydrocarbon (mg HC/g Rock) released during the pyrolysis stage is measured between S1 and S2 peaks. Programmable temperature follows Equation (1) as:

\[
T = \begin{cases} 
300 & (t \leq 3) \\
25 (t-3) + 300 & (3 < t \leq 17) 
\end{cases} 
\] (1)

ESH pyrolysis technique, a modified extended slow heating pyrolysis method, begins with an initial temperature of 150°C and the fragmented sample is held for 10 minutes. The next stage is to increase the heating temperature by a step size 10°C/min (which is much slower in comparison with the basic cycle) until up to 650°C. The pyrogram is expressed by a series of peaks which include Sa, Sb, and Sc. The programmable temperature follows Equation (2). The detailed meanings about the three parts on the ESH pyrogram will be explained in the discussion part of the current paper.

\[
T = \begin{cases} 
150 & (t \leq 10) \\
10 (t-10) + 150 & (10 < t \leq 60) 
\end{cases} 
\] (2)

2.4 Procedures

The procedure for the current study mainly consisted of two parts: sample treatment and cleaning quality evaluation. The designed flowchart for the cleaning of hydrocarbons in the shale is shown in Figure 2 where the rinsing and extraction were the key parts for sample treatment process. Rinsing prior to extraction aims to eliminate the parasitic ionization effect on pyrolysis analysis. Usually, only one rinsing is enough but the operation could be duplicated if needed. Another advantage of rinsing aliquot is for the Rock-Eval apparatus itself. The presence of salts (eg, chloride and sulfate) causes damage during the oxidation phase, in particular on the piston of furnace, thermocouple, and crucibles, which all would get corroded. Herein, the widely used core cleaning method, distillation extraction method (Dean-Stark), was adopted to remove the free hydrocarbons because it is efficient in extracting target components and can provide a purifying result. A proper solvent is critical to remove original fluids properly. Since solvents have different properties, a specific solvent might be preferred to ensure cleaning efficiency for certain applications. Mixed solvents are generally required to extract hydrocarbons with different molecular structures. Therefore, an optimized style and proportion of solvents are recommended based on the regional oil analysis data and expert experiences. In the case of the current research, methylene chloride and acetone (3:1) were used in the procedures. Meanwhile, two main techniques, for example, the fluorescence detection and the modified ESH pyrolysis method, were used for the evaluation of the cleaning quality at different stages. The former technique was manipulated for a prejudgment of the cleanliness of the samples at the early stage of the cleaning process. The second technique, however, was applied for a quantitative evaluation of the cleaning quality at the latter stage. The cleaning quality was evaluated by making a comparison on the pyrograms measured at the uncleaned (before cleaning) and cleaned (after cleaning) conditions. All pyrolysis measurements were subsequently processed in the Rock-Eval VI pyrolyzer. The following represents the detailed procedures as shown in Figure 2.

1. Powder the uncleaned sample to about 60-70 mesh, which has proven not to alter the integrity of the grain-size composition in shale during crushing. Rinse the crushed aliquots with deionized water prior to extraction.
2. Evacuate the air in the pyrolyzer system and preset parameters for the pyrolysis analyzer according to the ESH mode. Then, heat at 150°C for 10 minutes and consequently go up to 650°C by the step sizes of 10°C/min.
3. Collect some of the rinsed and uncleaned sample to obtain the pyrogram and define it as ESH1.
4. Start cleaning with distillation extraction method (methylene chloride:acetone = 3:1).29
5. Prejudge the extraction quality of the sample with a fluorescent detection method. Nonluminescence of the extract under a fluorescent light is a good criterion for determining the cleanliness of the oil.13 Repeat the step until approximately no oil luminescence is found in the extracts. Otherwise, the aliquot needs another cleaning cycle following N1, which means a new cycle is needed because not all volatile hydrocarbons have been extracted.
6. Collect the extracted aliquot to derive the ESH pyrogram and define it as ESH2.
7. Evaluate the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons according to comparison results between ESH1 and ESH2.
8. Cleaning ends if the quality evaluation criterions are met. Otherwise, the cleaning failed and the cleaning aliquot should be abandoned following N2, because the organic matrix in the sample is altered.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rock-Eval pyrolysis techniques have been widely used for assessing the quality, quantity, and maturity of hydrocarbons associated with source rocks.30 However, it is a novel solution to evaluate the cleaning of hydrocarbons in shale by using the pyrolysis pyrogram. Since the progressive pyrolysis cycle has problems in differentiating fractions of hydrocarbons in the reservoir, in the current research, the modified ESH pyrolysis mode was utilized to evaluate the cleaning quality.14,22 To simplify the analysis process, samples were classified into two distinct groups according to the morphology of the ESH pyrogram. The characteristics of the Rock-Eval II and ESH pyrograms are discussed first to show their significant differences in the characterization of hydrocarbons' components. Subsequently, the evaluation criterions for the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons through the modified technique are discussed for providing a clear and universal standard that can be used on samples with different properties. Finally, a comparison is conducted on porosities measured on aliquots treated under different criterions derived from the two pyrolysis modes to show their impacts on reservoir evaluation.

3.1 | Difference of pyrograms for kerogen-rich shale

Figures 3-5 show the Rock-Eval II pyrogram and ESH pyrogram measured for three typical shale samples before cleaning. These pyrograms are characterized by a bimodal to unimodal change of the S2 peaks. The types of released hydrocarbons are illustrated by a series of peaks on the controlled heating pyrogram. Since the samples in this section generally showed two or three peaks and released...
large hydrocarbons on the $S_C$ peak of the ESH pyrogram, we grouped them as the kerogen-rich (prone) shale. Take K-1 as an example, the $x$-axis refers to the heating time with 17 minutes and 60 minutes for the two cycles in Figure 3. The primary $y$-axis shows the amplitude of hydrocarbons released during each pyrolysis stage, which is normalized according to the maximum amplitude of the two pyrograms. The secondary $y$-axis represents the heating temperature, where the former cycle ranged at 300-650°C, and the latter one was at 150-650°C. The characteristics and significant difference between the two kinds of pyrograms are discussed in sequence.

The Rock-Eval II pyrogram and its heating mode of K-1 are, respectively, shown in red solid line and dotted line in Figure 3A. The amounts of different hydrocarbons released during the pyrolysis stages were measured between S1 and S2. The solid division (green vertical solid line) between S1 and S2 always passes vertically through point $A_R$ (3 minutes, 300°C). The S1 stage, which mainly responded to the free oil and the gas previously generated by the bitumen, represents free hydrocarbon components that evolve from the rock sample without cracking the kerogen during the heating at 300°C in 3 minutes. $^{28}$ In this cycle, the hydrocarbons were generated in the subsurface but can only be expelled from the rock during pyrolysis. $^{24,27}$ The S2 stage involves the pyrolysis of more durable organic matter fractions and releases hydrocarbons along with carbon dioxide and monoxide. The released hydrocarbons were the results of the cracking of heavy hydrocarbons and the thermal breakdown of kerogen. $^{31}$

**FIGURE 4** Hydrocarbon cleaning results for the kerogen-rich shale K-2 using Rock-Eval II pyrogram (A) and ESH pyrogram (B). The S2 peak shows a poorly bimodal structure and is characterized by a smaller peak with weak amplitude change followed by a more prominent broad peak.

**FIGURE 5** Hydrocarbon cleaning results for the kerogen-rich shale K-3 using Rock-Eval II pyrogram (A) and ESH pyrogram (B). The S2 shows a unimodal structure.
In the Rock-Eval VI technique, the maximum temperature can be extended to 850°C to obtain the inorganic carbon content. Since the part between 650 and 850°C did not fall in the scope of the current research and the Boudouard reaction could be prevented below 650°C, herein, the programmed maximum temperature was not extended beyond 650°C in this paper. Different temperatures, for example, 100°C, 150°C, 180°C, 200°C, and 300°C are generally conducted at the second pyrolysis stage. According to the research studies on organic matter fractions in unconventional tight reservoirs, a longer pyrolysis process could result in a fine evolution of different fractions of organic matter. The two vertical lines at points AE and BE divide the ESH pyrogram into the three fractions. The main components in the three fractions have proven to be light free hydrocarbons, FHR, and solid organic matter, respectively. The two vertical lines at points AE and BE divide the ESH pyrogram into the three fractions. The vertical division at AE (red solid vertical line) always locates at 10°C/min, 25°C/min, and 30°C/min are generally conducted at the second pyrolysis stage. According to the research studies on organic matter fractions in unconventional tight reservoirs, a longer pyrolysis process could result in a fine evolution of different fractions of organic matter. Therefore, the ESH cycle, which starts at a lower temperature of 150°C with a lower step size of 10°C/min to 650°C, is conducted to resolve different fractions of hydrocarbons in the tight reservoir rocks.

The ESH pyrogram and its heating mode of K-1 are, respectively, shown in blue solid line and dotted line in Figure 3B. The stage is characterized by the three peaks, say S_A, S_B, and S_C. The main components in the three fractions have proven to be light free hydrocarbons, FHR, and solid organic matter, respectively. The two vertical lines at points AE and BE divide the ESH pyrogram into the three fractions. The vertical division at AE (red solid vertical line) always locates at 10°C/min, 25°C/min, and 30°C/min are generally conducted at the second pyrolysis stage. According to the research studies on organic matter fractions in unconventional tight reservoirs, a longer pyrolysis process could result in a fine evolution of different fractions of organic matter. Therefore, the ESH cycle, which starts at a lower temperature of 150°C with a lower step size of 10°C/min to 650°C, is conducted to resolve different fractions of hydrocarbons in the tight reservoir rocks.

In morphology, the traditional S1 and S2 components in the Rock-Eval II pyrogram are modified into three finer peaks: S_A, S_B, and S_C. Besides the morphology of pyrograms, the shaded regions (approximately same in area) that, respectively, appeared on the two pyrograms of Figures 3-5, were the most significant difference in components’ classification for the two pyrograms. Two auxiliary vertical lines that pass through two special points (M and N) are introduced to explain the difference between the two pyrograms. M on the Rock-Eval II pyrogram has the same threshold heating temperature (T_B) with BE. Point N on the ESH pyrogram shares the same heating temperature with A_R on the Rock-Eval II pyrogram, which is 300°C. The shaded regions on the two pyrograms, A_R-M on the Rock-Eval II pyrogram and N-BE on the ESH pyrogram, have the same range of temperature, for example, 300-325°C for K-1 (Figure 3), 300-350°C for K-2 (Figure 4), and 300-305°C for K-3 (Figure 5). The shaded region represents a part of the FHR on the ESH pyrogram that will be interpreted as the solid organic matter because it shows up on the second stage of the Rock-Eval II pyrogram. The ESH pyrogram of the kerogen-rich sample generally has three distinct peaks and shows apparent amplitude changes among peaks. In K-1, the S2 shows a better bimodal structure and is characterized by a smaller narrow peak followed by a more prominent broad peak, where the left board shoulder falls at 3-6 minutes (300-375°C) and the following broad shoulder shows at 6-17 minutes (375-650°C) (Figure 3). The S2 for K-2 shows a poorly bimodal structure and is characterized by a smaller broad left shoulder before 8 minutes (300-425°C) followed by a broad shoulder observed after 8 minutes (425-650°C). The S2 peak on the corresponding Rock-Eval II pyrogram usually shows a bimodal structure (eg, Figures 3 and 4). However, approximately no obvious amplitude changes were found around the trough, which is the common characteristic shared in this kind of sample. As the shaded region shown on the left part of Figures 3 and 4,
3.2 Difference of pyrograms for kerogen-poor shale

The Rock-Eval II and ESH pyrograms of uncleaned sample K-X are represented in Figure 6. As no hydrocarbons were released at the S_c stage, we grouped this kind of sample as the kerogen-poor (prone) shale. Axes and the fraction division A_K are the same as in Figure 3. The division at B_K shows a subtle difference with the kerogen-rich sample. The Rock-Eval II pyrogram generally had one continuous S1 peak and no S2 fraction. The ESH pyrogram changed to a bimodal structure characterized by S_A followed by S_B in morphology. Besides the morphology, S_B is the most noticeable difference between the ESH pyrogram and the Rock-Eval II pyrogram of the kerogen-poor sample. In Figure 6B, the light free hydrocarbons were volatized at 150°C in the beginning 10 minutes. Moreover, FHR was totally released when T_B is equal to 210°C. In short, all free hydrocarbons that existed in gas, liquid, and semiliquid forms in sample K-X can be completely volatized at 210°C. Significant heterogeneity usually exists in shale, and the organic abundance of shales differs from each other significantly. During the hydrocarbon generation process, due to the hydrocarbon-generating overpressure effect, the pressure in the kerogen-rich shale will increase. However, the pressure in kerogen-poor shale will remain unchanged since there is no hydrocarbon-generating capacity in it. As a result, oil/gas will migrate from kerogen-rich shale to the adjacent kerogen-poor shale under the drive of pressure gradient. Due to the fact that there is some oil/gas but no other components in the Rock-Eval pyrogram of the kerogen-poor shale, only S1 peak but no S2 peak can be detected in the pyrolysis experiments (Figure 6A). Note that S1 represents free oil and gas, and S2 indicates the hydrocarbons generated from the cracking of heavy hydrocarbons and the thermal breakdown of kerogen. The Rock-Eval pyrolysis mode gives a blurred division of components on the pyrogram. Nevertheless, the ESH pyrogram (Figure 6B) clearly reveals that no hydrocarbons were generated from the thermal breakdown of kerogen (S_C peak). Besides the volatilized light free hydrocarbons (S_A), there also existed a number of higher molecular hydrocarbon residues (S_B) on the ESH pyrogram. On the one hand, the lack of any peak between 210 and 650°C on ESH pyrogram (Figure 6B) suggested extremely mature organic matter with no pyrolysable components in the studied source rock. On the other hand, the kerogen-poor sample (K-X) in this study could be expressed as non-source-prone rock much like mudstone. As a conclusion, all free hydrocarbons can be volatized when the heating temperature gets over T_B. What's more, heating within 650°C does not alter any solid organic matter framework in this kind of samples.

3.3 Quality evaluation criterions

The particularity of organic matter in shale indicates that all light free hydrocarbons and FHR are required to be completely removed, but the kerogen and the solid bitumen should be maintained in the hydrocarbons cleaning process. For the two sets of samples, ESH pyrograms measured at different cleaning conditions will be separately compared in this section to clarify the evaluation criterions of the cleaning quality. Since the fluorescence detection method is incapable of differentiating the solid phase from the fluid hydrocarbons in shale, using it will pose additional risks of dissolving all or part of solid organic matter. Therefore, the method was merely employed to prejudge the cleaning effect in the early stage of the process (Figure 2). Nonluminescence of extract under fluorescent light indicated no obvious hydrocarbons were extracted. After that, the ESH pyrolysis test was conducted on the cleaned aliquots. The prejudgment method can help to avoid the blind conducting of ESH tests so as to improve the testing efficiency.

Three ESH pyrograms measured at different cleaning conditions of the kerogen-rich sample K-1 are illustrated in Figure 7. The blue solid line and the red dashed line represent the pyrograms measured before cleaning and after cleaning, respectively. The dashed-dotted line (black) shows a pyrogram measured during the cleaning process. As noted in the former sections, the targets in the cleaning process for the sample were S_A and S_B, but the S_C would be left out. Therefore, for the kerogen-rich shale samples, which are similar in morphology with the ESH pyrogram of K-1, the disappearance of fractions on the
The left side of the division $B_E$ implies that the light free hydrocarbons together with the FHR are removed. The (approximately) invariance of the $S_C$ fraction implies that the solid organic matter matrix was intact. The cleaning is completed when the result shows an ESH pyrogram like the one shown in “after cleaning” condition. If the pyrogram is like the one “during cleaning,” that means the sample needs a new cleaning cycle because not all the free hydrocarbons have been removed. The alteration of the $S_c$ fraction implies that the structural integrity of the solid organic matter in the matrix is destroyed and the cleaning has failed. Under such a condition, all the following matrix characterization results can be unrepresentative, as the rock matrix has already been altered in the process of core cleaning. In addition, the obtained three ESH pyrograms of the kerogen-rich sample showed distinct variation on amplitude and fractions. The changing of the pyrograms with the cleaning cycles proves that in the distillation extraction process, the heavier hydrocarbon fraction is harder to be extracted than the lighter fraction. Therefore, dissolving solid organic matter in the cleaning process could be avoided when using the ESH pyrolysis criterions to evaluate the cleaning quality of hydrocarbon in the shale. In summary, the hydrocarbon cleaning evaluation criterions for the kerogen-rich-prone shale samples are concluded as follows: (a) Cleaning is achieved when $S_A$ and $S_B$ disappear and $S_C$ is almost unchanged on the ESH pyrogram; (b) continue to clean if $S_B$ remnants are observed; and (c) cleaning failed if $S_C$ shows obvious absence.

The impact of using Rock-Eval II pyrogram to evaluate the cleaning result is obvious. In the conventional evaluation method, the disappearance of $S_1$ in the Rock-Eval II pyrolysis pyrogram was regarded as the end of the cleaning process for the shale. The cleaning process failed as the disappearance of (or part) $S_2$ was observed on the cleaned sample’s pyrogram. Obviously, using the method would introduce a huge error, because of the part of FHR (shaded region shows at the second stage of $S_2$) will be kept as the solid organic matrix in the cleaning-completed sample. The disappearance of a part of $S_2$ could be resulted by a portion of the FHR components in $S_B$ but not the real solid organic matter in $S_C$. For instance, the free hydrocarbons in the ESH cycle of K-1 (Figure 3B) could be completely volatilized when raising the temperature up to $T_B = 325°C$. In Figure 3A, this temperature $T_B$ appears at the fifth minute. Therefore, the deduction could not be supported if the dissolved part just covered the shaded region $A_{R-M}$. Obviously, the progressive pyrolysis mode makes the conventional Rock-Eval II pyrogram incapable of effectively evaluating the cleaning quality. The former studies could have been more realistic if they had considered the FHR in the organic matter.

Figure 8 shows the ESH pyrograms measured for the kerogen-poor sample K-X at two different conditions. The blue solid line represents the pyrogram measured before cleaning.
The pyrogram obtained after cleaning is shown in red dashed line, which is zero in amplitude. The sample was characterized by a sole and continuous S1 peak on the Rock-Eval II pyrogram and a bimodal structure on the ESH pyrogram (Figure 6). As no Sc fraction was noticed within 650°C in the ESH cycle, the disappearance of Sa and Sb could indicate the complete cleaning of all the free hydrocarbons. As the heavier hydrocarbon fractions are harder to be extracted than the lighter fractions in the cleaning process, no Sb fraction being left in ESH pyrogram under such condition is effective to verify that the free hydrocarbons were completely cleaned and the matrix is intact. The quality evaluation criterions for the cleaning of kerogen-poor samples are as follows: (a) Cleaning is accomplished if no Sa and Sb show on the ESH pyrogram for the cleaned kerogen-rich sample; (b) continue to clean if some Sb remnants are observed. Note that in the evaluation of cleaning results, compared with the modified method, using the Rock-Eval II technique could not introduce obvious difference for this kind of samples since the disappearance of S1 has the same meaning as the absence of Sa and Sb.

The foresaid would be concisely summarized as follows: (a) Cleaning is achieved when Sa and Sb disappeared and Sc is almost unchanged on the ESH pyrogram for the cleaned kerogen-poor sample; (b) cleaning is accomplished if no Sa and Sc show on the ESH pyrogram for the cleaned kerogen-poor aliquot; and (c) using the conventional pyrogram to evaluate the cleaning result shows impact mainly on the kerogen-rich samples.

3.4 | Porosity difference

As mentioned above, for the kerogen-rich samples, using the disappearance of S1 instead of Sa and Sb as a criterion to clean the sample will inappropriately maintain the FHR that remained to the second stage of the conventional cycle as the solid organic matter. Evaporative loss of hydrocarbons could happen in the preparation before pyrolysis. The actual volume percentage of the fractions in the hydrocarbons is hard to be derived from the pyrogram.27 The porosity is strongly affected by the cleaning result and is an important parameter for the estimation of the reservoir production potential. Thus, the porosity of the crushed aliquots will be measured to show the difference between the two different criterions deduced from the Rock-Eval II and the ESH techniques. Since the conventional pyrogram-derived criterion is effective for the kerogen-poor samples, the porosity is discussed only for the kerogen-rich sample.

As the disappearance of S1 happens earlier than that of Sb, the total gas (helium) accessible porosity of the aliquots collected from the extracted crushed sample was measured using the gas injection porosimetry (GIP) method under the two conditions in turn, namely the Rock-Eval II cycle and ESH cycle. The measurements came to a relative error of 0.5%.8 The well-calibrated porosimetry system would supply grain volume within approximately ±0.03 cm³ of the true value for the researched aliquots.13 Prior to porosity measurement, the kerogen-rich aliquot was dried at 200°C for 24 hours to remove all residual pore water and solvents to get a dry matrix.10,44 The temperature could not produce dehydration of the residual FHR in the Rock-Eval II cycle because it was lower than the threshold temperature Tb. Figure 9 depicts the porosity results measured of the Rock-Eval II criterion (blue) and ESH criterion (red). The circle (green) represents the relative difference of the porosities. For the researched aliquots, the results showed that the porosity values derived with the ESH criterion were larger than that of the Rock-Eval II criterion. The relative and absolute differences of the porosities were, respectively, in the range of 0.68%-2.98% and 0.05-0.23 PU, which are obvious larger than the error provided by the porosimetry method and the apparatus.
Therefore, the interpreted porosity from the two cycles could reflect the error interval when using the Rock-Eval II criterion to evaluate the clean quality in the kerogen-rich shale. In other words, when attempting to evaluate cleaning effect with the conventional pyrogram rather than the modified pyrogram, up to about 3% of total pore volume would be potentially neglected while identifying production potential in the shale reservoirs.

4 CONCLUSIONS

To quantitatively evaluate the cleaning quality of hydrocarbons in the shale without imposing any unwanted changes to the organic matrix, the method using the improved ESH pyrolysis pyrogram was experimentally studied. The differences between the modified and basic approaches and the quality evaluation criteria for samples with different kerogen richness were obtained using the measured pyrolysis pyramids. Essentially, the conclusion drawn from the present research would be summarized as follows:

1. The ESH cycle, which started at a lower temperature of 150°C with a lower heating rate of 10°C/min, proved to be trustworthy in evaluating the quality of the cleaning process of hydrocarbons in shale.

2. The targets in the cleaning process are the light free hydrocarbons and the FHR, but the kerogen and the solid bitumen should be excluded.

3. For the kerogen-rich shale, the cleaning of hydrocarbon is accomplished when $S_A$ and $S_B$ disappear and $S_C$ stays almost unchanged on the modified ESH pyrogram.

4. The FHR that remained to the second stage of the Rock-Eval II cycle is the most significant difference between the modified ESH pyrogram and the basic Rock-Eval II pyrogram.

5. Using the modified pyrogram could improve the identification of production potential in shale reservoirs up to about 3% of the total pore volume.
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